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Current Status: SDWFNA

• Currently ‘in force’ but necessary ‘regulations’ not yet developed.
• Created and brought into force without consultation and despite extensive First Nations resistance and 

challenges.
• Engagements for modification of the SDWFNA by INAC/ISC began in mid-June 2017 and proceeded until 

September 2017 despite calls for those engagements to cease by First Nations.
• The federal government has made clear commitments to ensure First Nations have equity with non-First 

Nations in terms of water quality standards and equity in water access; in 2017-2018 they have now 
acknowledged that a First Nations led process to deal with the current legislation is needed.
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• Four AFN resolutions were passed on safe drinking water related matters in 2017-2018 reflecting 
substantial results of sustained First Nations advocacy which shifted the approach of the federal 
government on the SDWFNA.

Ø Resolution 26/2017: Safe Drinking Water for First Nations Act repeated the call for repeal of the 
SDWFNA and immediate cessation of the federal government’s engagement sessions for 
amendment of the Act, and instead called for the federal government to develop in partnership 
with First Nations the next steps in engaging with the SDWFNA.

Recall: Safe Water Resolutions 2017-2018
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Safe Water Resolutions 2017-2018 (cont.)

• Resolution 88/2017: First Nations led Engagement Process for Safe Drinking Water Legislation directed the AFN to 
establish a joint Working Group comprised of AFN Chiefs Committee on Housing and Infrastructure and their regional 
technicians, federal representatives, legal counsel for AFN and the federal government, and other experts, as 
necessary, to co-develop a draft framework for new legislation.

• Resolution 01/2018: First Nations Led Process to Develop New Federal Safe Drinking Water Legislation took this 
process even further and mandated the AFN to immediately communicate to the federal government that, in keeping 
with the Government's commitments to reconciliation with First Nations, a joint legislative co-development process 
and mandate will proceed in full partnership with First Nations, including the development of a Joint Working Group 
on Safe Drinking Water for First Nations. 
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AFN response to Resolution 01/2018

• Development of a Chiefs Committee on First Nations Safe Drinking Water Legislation.
• Drafting of the “First Nations Safe Drinking Water Preliminary Concepts”. 
• Presentation of the “Preliminary Concepts” to the Chiefs-in-Assembly at the AGA in Vancouver in July 2018.
• Resolution 26/2018: Support for a First Nations Safe Drinking Water Legislation Preliminary Concepts.

Mandates:
Ø ‘Preliminary Concepts’ as a working document to support engagement.
Ø Directs the AFN to proceed with national engagement to develop new Safe Drinking Water Legislation.
Ø Directs the AFN to advocate for co-development of this legislation in a manner that affirms and ensures First Nations 

rights, interests, aspirations, inherent rights and laws, standards, guidelines and processes are protected.
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2019 Engagements

• SDWFNA engagements were held in 2019 to further discuss key 
elements of the proposed repeal and replacement.

• Topics covered:
– rights and responsibilities
– water governance
– transboundary issues
– financing; and, 
– standards for the provision of water and sanitation  
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Proposed Next Steps: 2021-2022

Short Term: 3-6 Months

• Joint Working Group on Safe Drinking Water for First 
Nations being finalized - ToR

• National Regionally-Led Engagement process 
initiated

• Expert Videos prepared on key topics. 

Long Term: 6-24 Months

• Proceeding with co-developing Draft Framework.
• Presentation of Draft Framework to Chiefs-in-

Assembly
• Submission of Draft Framework to Cabinet via 

another co-developed MC as a basis for Drafting 
Instructions. 

• New Legislation passed by government.
• Upon ratification advocacy/support for Regional 

regulatory development to implement.
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2021 Engagements

• 2021 Engagements will build on the discussions presented in 2019. 
• We will also establish a plan of action on how best to move forward
• Topics covered:

– rights and responsibilities
– water governance
– transboundary issues
– financing; and, 
– standards for the provision of water and sanitation  
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DISCUSSION Topic #1
Rights & Responsibilities
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Rights and Responsibilities to Provide Safe Drinking Water
Feedback from 2019 Engagements 

Option 1: Do not characterize ‘aboriginal’ 
rights to water in the legislation Option 2: Characterize Crown and First 

Nations water rights directly in the legislation

Option 3:  Characterize Crown and First 
Nations in an ‘aspirational’ form (in a 
preamble) with a strong ‘non-derogation and 
non-abrogation’ of rights clause in the body 
of legislation

Pros: May be easier to pass the legislation, and 
doesn’t risk committing First Nations to delineating 
the scope of their rights in a way that might be 
problematic in the future

Cons: Silence may be taken as acquiescence and First 
Nations rights and title may be further disregarded in 
implementation of the law, loss of an opportunity to 
agree upon the precise scope and extent of First 
Nation rights and title, and may undercut the future 
assertion of First Nations rights and title.

Not favoured in any region. 

Pros: Provides some certainty to all parties, provides 
a clear link between the rights and responsibilities of 
the Crown and First Nations, creates a clear legal 
standard.

Cons: Complex to negotiate particularly in the form 
of a statute with national reach, significant potential 
for creating legal precedents and high possibility of 
litigation, risks creating a ‘crystallization’ of rights 
and title that doesn’t let them grow and adapt to 
new situations.

Favoured by participants – but difficult to 
implement 

Pros: Easier to negotiate, non-binding, helps create 
some guidance for all parties, clearly signals that 
First Nations do have and assert rights over the 
subject matter without committing Nations to 
definitions for all time and purpose.

Cons: Non-binding, aspirational, leaves uncertainty 
as to powers and jurisdiction, may be merely 
postponing difficult discussions that must be had to 
ensure safe drinking water can be provided.

Favoured by participants – but needs to be 
reworded.



Rights and Responsibilities to Provide Safe Drinking Water

• Expert Videos: Danika Littlechild & Amanda Klasing

For Discussion - The new legislation should:
Characterize First Nations water rights in direct or 
‘aspirational’ form (in a preamble) with a strong ‘non-
derogation and non-abrogation’ of rights clause in the body 
of legislation, and no mention of Crown rights. 
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Poll/Survey
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DISCUSSION Topic #2
Water Governance
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Creating First Nation’s Water Governance Institutions
Feedback from 2019 Engagements 

Option 1: Create a water 
governance approach and 
structure (i.e. First Nations Water 
Commission) in the legislation

Option 2: Create a high-level approach and 
structure for First Nations water governance 
to be grow organically at the national level 
using a First Nations water commission

Option 3: Create an opt-in 
approach to exercising water 
governance.

Option 4: Don’t engage the water 
governance arrangements at all in the 
legislation

Pros: Provides certainty and clarity to 
all parties; creates or improves First 
Nations institutional capacity; can be 
structured to support local, regional, 
and national approaches; ensures safe 
drinking water is in hands of First 
Nations.

Cons: If improperly created, may 
restrict flexibility and local innovative 
approaches, may be prejudicial to 
First Nations’ existing structures and 
work in progress.

Consider blending with Option 2.

Pros: Balances certainty and clarity with options 
to evolve organically, allows some national level 
governance with room for local approaches, 
helps address capacity problems

Cons: Might create a centralized system that 
some Nations or regions don’t want, may be 
difficult to negotiate and may have strong 
opposition from provinces and territories; will 
need to be approached carefully to ensure that 
any delegation of authority to a centralized 
Commission is not used to undercut the Crown’s 
fiduciary responsibilities, to take inherent 
jurisdiction and authority from individual 
Nations, or to divert funding to FN’s and their 
existing organizations. 

Consider blending with Option 1.

Pros: Allows for local variability 
in readiness of First Nations

Cons: Creates a “patchwork” of 
systems and approaches. 

Somewhat favoured. 

Pros: Easier to accomplish, leaves space for 
creating governance arrangements in future

Cons: Fails to use this opportunity to make 
improvements to existing governance 
approaches, doesn’t provide any clarity on an 
approach or structures in future.  By default, 
may leave the administration of water 
regulation and funding to the same kind of ISC 
processes and policies which have hampered 
First Nations’ individual aspirations to attain 
and sustain clean water and wastewater.

Not favoured in any region, not viable 



Creating First Nation’s Water Governance Institutions

• Expert Videos: Merrell-Ann Phare

For Discussion - The new legislation should:
Create a high-level approach and structure for First Nations 
water governance, with an opt-in approach to be 
considered. A Water Commission should be explored. 
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Poll/Survey
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DISCUSSION Topic #3
Transboundary Governance
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Transboundary Governance
Feedback from 2019 Engagements

Option 1:  Confirm that the legislation 
supports First Nation’s exercising their 
jurisdiction and protect off-reserve source 
water through agreements made with other 
Crown governments

Option 2: Set out First Nations jurisdiction to 
protect source waters off-reserve

Option 3: Don’t acknowledge First Nations 
jurisdiction in the legislation

Pros: Agreements would provide sufficient mutually 
agreed clarity to ensure source waters are protected; 
not defining First Nations jurisdiction just 
acknowledging their power to make agreements 
with Crown governments; this clause is not in danger 
of federal overreach into provincial jurisdiction.

Cons: Agreement is not mandatory and so may be 
exceedingly difficult to negotiate with oppositional 
provincial governments

Somewhat favoured. 

Pros: First Nations jurisdiction is acknowledged and 
implementable; avoids litigation to implement 
jurisdiction

Cons: Likely to be opposed by provinces and 
territories and this provision would be seen as 
federal overreach without provincial / territorial 
agreement. 

Most favoured. 

Pros: Easily accomplished, theoretically leaves space 
to negotiate/create arrangements with other orders 
of government

Cons: Silence may be interpreted as acquiescence in 
an asserted lack of jurisdiction which is problematic, 
particularly in provinces where the 
provinces/territories assert unqualified “ownership” 
over water resources, fails to seize a powerful 
legislative opportunity to provide clarity/instruction 
to other orders of government.

Not favoured in any region, not viable 



Transboundary Governance

• Expert Videos: Theresa McClenaghan

For Discussion - The new legislation should:
Clearly set out First Nations jurisdiction to protect source 
waters off-reserve.
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Poll/Survey
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DISCUSSION Topic #4
Financing
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Financing Safe Drinking Water and Wastewater
Feedback from 2019 Engagements

Option 1: Create a national funding 
mechanism (such as FNII or similar regarding 
water) to apply to all First Nations under the 
legislation

Option 2: Create a partial funding 
arrangement that defines principles and 
approaches (i.e. a commitment to actual 
cost funding and asset management) but 
does not define specific processes for 
financing

Option 3: Don’t address financing mechanisms 
in the new legislation

Pros: Provides certainty and clarity to all parties, 
predictable, transparent, and likely to get Crown buy-
in in principle

Cons: May not be flexible enough, may be rejected by 
First Nations

Too close to status quo, somewhat favoured

Pros: Helps create some certainty while allowing for 
some flexibility and innovation, could be structured 
as a transitional approach while a more permanent 
solution and/or structure continues to be 
negotiated

Cons: Doesn’t create a guarantee for First Nations 
and risks that by default administration will fall to 
ISC policies that have frustrated First Nations’ 
aspirations and held important projects up for years

Somewhat favoured. 

Pros: Easy to achieve as it is the Crown’s preferred 
option, allows for different financing arrangements to 
be created potentially

Cons: Fails to use this legislative reform to achieve 
some certainty for First Nations, perpetuates the 
unacceptable status-quo, and risks that by default 
administration will fall to ISC policies that have 
frustrated FN’s aspirations and held important projects 
up for years

Not favoured in any region, not viable 



Transboundary Governance

• Expert Videos: Kevin Page

For Discussion - The new legislation should:
Create a funding arrangement/mechanism that defines 
approach and principles.  It should include funding 
mechanisms that commit to funding water and wastewater 
in its entirety (e.g. true costs), that eliminate competitive 
funding, and evolve based on community needs. 24



Poll/Survey
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DISCUSSION Topic #5
Standards & Regulations 
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Ensuring the Provision of Safe Drinking Water and Sanitation
Feedback from 2019 Engagements

Option 1: Set standards for 
operations that apply to all First 
Nations across Canada

Option 2: Define a process for 
creating regional/local standards

Option 3: Do not address standards 
directly in the legislation or 
regulations

Option 4: Define some national standards and 
delineate others for local/regional 
development

Pros: Provides clarity and transparency 
to all parties, could allow for 
streamlining of standards and processes 
to make operations and training easier 
and cheaper, will likely appeal to the 
Crown and be able to attract buy-in; 
most transparent way to ensure safe 
drinking water; creates legal obligations 
that trigger funding

Cons: Nations may resist these 
standards, complex to create and 
negotiate a full body of standards, 
ignores the reality of different local 
conditions and interacting with 
different provincial regimes

Not favoured

Pros: Balances national approaches 
with regional innovation and 
definition, utilizes the legislative 
reform opportunity without imposing 
standards on First Nations

Cons: Implementation costs may be 
high, leaves uncertainty as to 
outcomes, may entrench provincial or 
territorial boundaries and approaches 
and apply them to First Nations

Somewhat favoured

Pros: Easily accomplished, allows for 
Nations to define for themselves their 
own approach

Cons: Utterly fails to address operations 
standards, likely to create a ‘patchwork’ 
of standards that will be complex and 
difficult to work with, perpetuates 
status quo, will likely be resisted by the 
Crown. Leaves FN’s vulnerable to 
exploitation by third parties and to cost 
cutting measures which would not be 
permissible in the face of enforceable 
standards

Not favoured

Pros: If properly implemented, can capture some of 
the best elements of Option 1 and Option 2, 
adopting certain measures (water quality 
requirements for drinking water, engineering 
standards) which are universally supported as 
national standards and others (source water 
planning) which inherently call for local input; 
supports more innovation, more respectful of 
autonomy of Nations than single uniform standards 
for all elements.

Cons: May be difficult to reach agreement on what 
elements are national and what are local; can lead 
to regional conflict, may be resisted by Crown who 
looks for single solution

Most favoured.



Standards & Regulations

• Expert Videos: Phil Tangie

For Discussion - The new legislation should:
Define some national standards and delineate others for 
local/regional development, and must include reference to 
First Nations culture, laws and spiritual relationship with 
water as being important components of the development 
of water standards. 28



Poll/Survey
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Question 1: What is missing from this Discussion?

• Are there matters that you want to talk about that aren’t included?  
• If so how would you like your voice to be heard?  
• Please inform the facilitators of your Regional Engagement session or please 

email your concerns to water-eau@afn.ca
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Thank you!
water-eau@afn.ca
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